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"All of us possess some electrical and magnetic forces within, and, just like a magnet, we exert a
force of attraction and repulsion... Between lovers that magnetic force is particularly powerful
and its action has a far-reaching effect." In the heart of every religion resides a sacred
knowledge about the transformative power of sex. In ancient times, this knowledge was given
only to those who had proven their purity and ability to use that science for the betterment of the
world. Now, because the world teeters on the edge of chaos, the veils have been removed, and
the secret techniques of Alchemy, Taoism, Tantra, Buddhism, and many other traditions are
revealed here for you, to empower your spiritual development and benefit all of humanity.
Harnessing and transforming the most powerful forces within puts us on a revolutionary path to
spiritual awakening. True spiritual mastery is a result of conquering animal desires and
transforming them into conscious virtues. When lust becomes chastity and anger becomes love,
then the perfect human being is created. Creation is magic, everywhere in nature. Every birth is
a magical act, performed through sex. Therefore, to be "born again," to create spiritually, is
accomplished through divine sexuality. In this beautiful and evocative book, Samael Aun Weor
relates many stories and his personal experiences on the Path to the realization of the inner
Being. Filled with powerful insights into the problems we must overcome, this book provides
practical solutions needed by every person who longs to transform their lives into a beacon of
peace, compassion, and conscious love.
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Your LoveEditor’s IntroductionThere is no subject more sensitive, difficult, and personal than sex.
The life of every human being depends upon sex, rotates around sex, and even though we do
not realize it, is defined by sex. Sex creates everything about us, not only physically, but
psychologically and spiritually. As Samael Aun Weor wrote:“Sexual energy is divided into three
distinct types.“First: the energy having to do with the reproduction of the race and the health of
the physical body in general.“Second: the energy having to do with the spheres of thought,
feeling, and will.“Third: the energy that is found related with the Divine Spirit of man.“Indeed,
sexual energy is without a doubt the most subtle and powerful energy normally produced and



transported through the human organism. Everything that a human being is, including the three
spheres of thought, feeling, and will, is none other than the exact outcome of distinct
modifications of sexual energy.” - Samael Aun Weor, The Perfect Matrimony (1950)What we are
now or what we will be in the future is not just the result of the union of our parents sometime in
the past, but an ongoing process of development throughout our lifetime that is powerfully
influenced by our sexual energy. Our use of sexual energy is the utilization of the same energy
that formed us in the womb. That is, each use of sexual energy creates, but what it creates
depends upon the nature of the action. Furthermore, each thought or feeling that is inflamed by
sexual energy is also incredibly powerful, and leads to equivilent results.This book, The Mystery
of the Golden Blossom, explores a variety of topics related to the use and misuse of sexual
energy, and is particularly concerned with helping those who are tired of suffering, who are
weary of theories and beliefs, and want to experience the truths pointed towards by all religions.
That is, this book is intended for practical application, not philosophy or debate.It is only through
experience that we can know what is true and what is not. This is the perspective of the Gnostic:
neither believing nor disbelieving, but applying the proper tools that lead toward personal
experience. By means of allegory, one can never have Gnosis of pregnancy and childbirth until
one has been a mother. Even a famous doctor or a writer of a thousand books about pregnancy
will not know pregnancy like a mother knows it. Similarly, one can never understand the sexual
mysteries hidden in all religions until one has experienced them. Theories and beliefs are
illusions. When one has practical experience, one does not need theories or beliefs. All of the
writings of Samael Aun Weor come from this essential basis—Gnosis: conscious experience—
and we, his readers, should adopt the same guideline: to neither accept nor reject, believe nor
disbelieve, but to experience for ourselves.To reach the truth, it is often necessary to revise our
concepts and beliefs. As an example, most Westerners believe the word yoga refers to
stretching exercises, but this could not be further from the real meaning. The Sanskrit word yoga
means “to unite” and refers to an ancient and sophisticated spiritual methodology that “unites
the essence with God,” and is comprised primarily of psychological and spiritual techniques to
dominate and eliminate our lower passions so that our purified essence (consciousness) can
return to its source: the Divine. The stretching exercises (hatha yoga) were developed so that the
physical body could endure the difficulties of the real yoga. Likewise, many of the terms used in
this book are used from the basis of the real meaning, not necessarily the meaning we have
heard or read from others. Therefore, in order to aid your understanding of the many terms used
in this book, we have included a glossary . For a more extensive glossary and other references
and study aids, visit GnosticTeachings.org.Chapter 1Sexual MagicMagic, according to Novalis,
is the art of influencing the inner world consciously.It is written with fiery coals in the
extraordinary book of life that the ardent love between man and woman works magically.Hermes
Trismegistus, the thrice-great God Ibis of Thoth, said in his Emerald Tablet: “I give thee love,
within which the whole summum of wisdom is contained.”All of us possess some electrical and
magnetic forces within, and, just like a magnet, we exert a force of attraction and repulsion...



Between lovers that magnetic force is particularly powerful and its action has a far-reaching
effect.Sexual Magic (the Sahaja Maithuna) between husband and wife is based on the polar
properties which certainly have their potential element in sex.Neither hormones nor patented
vitamins are what we need for life, but rather authentic knowledge of YOU and ME, hence the
interchange of the most selected, affective and erotic faculties between man and woman.The
medieval asceticism of the bygone age of Pisces rejected sex, characterizing it as taboo or
sin.The new revolutionary asceticism of Aquarius is based on sex. It is clear that the clue of all
powers is found within the mysteries of the lingam-yoni.A traditional Hindu Shiva linga, which is
a symbolic masculine sexual organ (the lingam , the central pillar) united with a symbolic
feminine sexual organ (the yoni , the horizontal circular shape). Their union represents the
creative power of God. This one is covered with offerings of flowers and sacred
substances.From the intelligent combination of sexual yearning and spiritual enthusiasm arises,
as if by enchantment, magical consciousness.A wise author said:“Sexual Magic leads to the
unity of the Soul and sensuality, in other words, to vitalized sexuality. Sexuality is no longer
characterized as suspicious and scornful, to be practiced only in secrecy and with a certain
confessed shame; on the contrary, it is placed at the service of a marvelous rejoicing of life,
permeated by it and elevated to a component of the affirmation of existence, which happily
assures the equilibrium of free personality.”We urgently need to escape from the dismal daily
tendency of vulgar ordinary coupling and to enter into the luminous sphere of magnetic
equilibrium in order to rediscover oneself in one’s spouse, to find in him/her the path of the
razor’s edge, the secret way which leads to the final liberation.“Only when we know and use the
laws of magnetism between bodies and souls will all the words spoken about love, sex and
sexuality cease to be transitory, senseless images, mists that vanish with the light.”The
tremendous difficulty in the study of Sexual Magic is evident, since Sexual Yoga, the Maithuna,
with its control over the most delicate nervous currents and the multiple subconscious, infra-
conscious, and unconscious influences over the soul, is not easy to demonstrate as
apprehensible and visible.Let us speak clearly and bluntly: this theme of Sexual Yoga is a matter
of direct, intimate experimentation, something very personal.In Sexual Magic, it is essential that
we renounce bestial concupiscence for the sake of spirituality if we truly want to find Ariadne’s
thread of ascension, the golden twine that will take us from darkness to light, from death to
immortality.Bacchus (Dionysus) and AriadneA great philosopher whose name I do not want to
mention said,“If the authentic procreative energies of both Soul and Spirit are situated in the
depths of our consciousness, then it is precisely within the sympathetic nervous system that we
encounter the mediator and guide to internal reality with its radiating network of sensitive
ganglia, which not only influences the organs of the Soul but also governs, directs and controls
the most important centers within the body; in the same mysterious manner it guides the marvel
of conception to the birth of a new being, as well as the phenomena of the heart, kidneys,
suprarenal capsules, generative glands, etc.“On the other hand, the sympathetic nervous
system as the authentic Spiritus Creator of the body with all its spirituality and sensitivity to the



rhythms of life, attempts to balance all subordinate psychic and physical elements in the rhythm
of the Universe through the direction of molecular currents and the crystallization of cosmic
rays.“Indeed, this Nervus Sympaticus is also a Nervus Ideoplasticus which must be understood
as the mediator between our unconscious instinctual life and the moderation of the living image
impressed in our Spirit from many eternities. It is the great medium equilibrator which can pacify
and reconcile the perpetual polarity in the rising and setting of the soul’s sun, in the
manifestations of black and white, love and hate, God and devil, exaltation and
discouragement.”The divine androgyne from the first human root race, Adam Kadmon,
procreated themselves with only willpower and magic imagination united in vibrant harmony.The
ancient sages of the Kabbalah affirmed that such volitional and imaginative power was lost
because of the fall into sin; this is why the human being was cast out of Eden.The synthesis of
this magnificent conception from the Hebraic Kabbalah is based on a tremendous truth.
Therefore, the precise function of Sexual Magic is to reestablish that original divine unity of
paradisiacal androgyny within ourselves.A certain sage emphatically stated the
following:“Sexual Magic works transfiguring the body and brings about an ideal accentuation
within the soul of that which is sexual. For this reason only those beings who try to overcome the
dualistic dilemma between the world of the soul and that of the senses are capable of Sexual
Magic; those beings who are endowed with innermost wakefulness, those who are absolutely
free from any kind of hypocrisy, sanctimoniousness, denial or devaluation of life.”Chapter
2RasputinI want to emphasize the basic idea that must be formulated as follows: “The great
lovers of lewdness and lechery belong to the Casanova-type rather than to the famous
womanizer-type of Don Juan.”If the crafty Don Juan-type reflects all his amorous adventures in
the egocentric malignant mirror of his refined fantasy with the abominable intention of
humiliating women, of profaning them despicably, of raping and disgracing them perversely, by
despoiling virgins and driving them to sin, it is incontrovertible that this is a particular kind of
masculine hatred towards women.According to the law of opposites, the libidinous desire of
sexual fascination based exclusively on the natural and sentimental instinctive impulses
predominates in the Casanova-type. Unfortunately, this kind of individual is insatiable; he suffers
and makes others suffer as well.The Casanova-type is a kind of “master of mockery” of women,
who seems to have the gift of ubiquity since he can be seen in many places, here, there, and
everywhere. He is like a sailor who has a girl in every port and is often engaged to be married,
promising eternal love...In contrast to the refined sexual sadism of the Don Juan-type, we
discover in the Casanova-type a rational homunculi who wants to smother the unbearable
boredom of his own existence in a bed of pleasures.Another variety, fortunately less common
than the woman charmer, could be called the devil-type.One of the most genuine
representatives of this sinister type was undoubtedly “the Monk,” Gregorii Rasputin: a strange
ascetic, passionately fond of the occult, a kind of rustic hypnotist in religious robes.Gregorii
RasputinBy all means it stands out with completely dazzling clarity that the despotic magic
strength of the “sacred devil” Rasputin was due exclusively to his tremendous sexual drive.The



Czar and the Czarina knelt before him believing that they could see a living saint in this evil
monk.It is obvious that Rasputin found the Czars well disposed to him, thanks to the French
magician Papus (Dr. Encause), family doctor to the royal couple.Gerard Encausse,
“Papus” (1865 - 1916)Waldemar says, “The diplomatic memoirs of the former French
Ambassador Maurice Paleoloque in St. Petersburg, published by the Revue des deux Mondes,
are indeed most instructive.“The Ambassador describes an invocation of the spirits carried out
by the conspicuous French occultist, Papus (Dr. Encause). Of course, this was done according
to the express wish of the Czars. The revolutionary disturbances of 1905 were the reason for
such a session. Papus was to ward off the revolt through a great exorcism in the presence of the
Czar, the Czarina and the aide, Captain Mandryka.“Paleoloque, as Papus’s guarantor with whom
he had a friendly relationship, states:“Through an intense concentration of his will and an
extraordinary increase of his energetic dynamism, the magician managed to evoke the spirit of
the very pious Czar, Alexander III. Unquestionable signs proved the presence of the invisible
spirit...“Despite the anguish that oppressed his heart, Nicholas II asked his father whether he
should act against the liberal movement that threatened to sweep Russia. The phantom
answered: ‘You must eradicate the incipient revolution no matter what it takes. However, one day
it will spring up again, and the tougher the current repression gets, the more violent the revolt will
become. It does not matter! Courage my son! Keep fighting!’”Nicholas IIThe sage Waldemar
continues: “Therefore, the Czar, a well known believer in spirits, had to give importance to a man
who, like Rasputin, was very famous as a miraculous healer.“The peasant monk was one of the
so-called village sorcerers very common in Russia at that time. Due to his amazing sexual drive,
he had such a vital and extraordinary magnetism that he must have produced the effect of a
primitive force erupting within the already partly degenerate noble circles of St. Petersburg.“One
of his first exploits in the court was to magnetically treat the heir to the throne who was suffering
from hemophilia. He managed to control his bleeding, something that the doctors had not been
able to achieve.”The sage Waldemar continues, saying: “From that moment on the great dukes,
ministers and the whole coterie trembled before him. Due to the fact that the life of the Czarevich
was in his hands, he gained the limitless trust of the Czar and the Czarina, and he knew quite
well how to use that trust to his advantage. He ruled the Czars, and therefore Russia, as he
pleased.“While constantly increasing his power and influence, a group of adversaries of high
lineage and position led by Prince Yussupov and the great Duke Pavlovitsch, decided to
eliminate the troublesome “miraculous monk.”“Thus, it happened that during a dinner party at
the palace of the aforementioned prince, the monk who was a guest there was served food and
drink laced with potassium cyanide in doses which were enough to kill twenty or more people in
a matter of seconds. But Rasputin ate and drank with increasing appetite and the poison
seemed to have no effect on him at all.“The conspirators began to worry but kept encouraging
the hated man to eat and drink more. Nothing worked; the poison had no effect on the
miraculous monk. On the contrary, the accursed man seemed to feel more
comfortable.“Therefore the conspirators agreed that Yussupov would kill him with a gun. The



prince shot him and Rasputin fell face down; the conspirators believed him to be
dead.“Yussupov, who had shot the monk in the chest, tried to turn the body face up, but to his
surprise Rasputin shoved him and with heavy labored steps tried to escape from the room. Then
the conspirator Purishkevich shot the monk four more times and he fell again. Once more he got
up; this time he was kicked and hit with a stick by the furious Purishkevich until he definitely
seemed to be dead.“But Rasputin’s vitality was such that he still gave signs of life as the
conspirators put his stout body into a sack, which they tied up and threw from a bridge onto the
ice floes of the Neva.”This was the tragic end of a man who could have achieved in-depth
realization of his Innermost Self.Unfortunately, “the monk” Gregorii Rasputin did not know how to
wisely utilize this amazing sexual energy that Nature had endowed upon him, and consequently
he descended to the lowest level of sensuality.One night, I set out to investigate the
disincarnated Rasputin.Since I know all the psychic functions of the Eidolon (the Astral Body of
the real Human Being) in depth, it was not difficult for me to astral project magically.Dressed in
that sidereal body, discussed extensively by Philippus Theophrastus Bombastus von
Hohenheim (Aureolus Paracelsus), I left my physical body in order to move freely within the fifth
dimension of Nature, the Astral world.What I saw with my spatial sense (the Eye of Horus) was
terrible. I affirm emphatically that I had to enter into a horrible tavern where you could only see
barrels full of wine, amongst which there was a multitude of horrifying creatures, very much like
human beings, sliding every which way.I looked for Rasputin, the “sacred devil.” I wanted to talk
to that strange monk before whom so many princes, counts, dukes and marquises of the
Russian nobility had shuddered; but here instead of one ego, I saw many egos, all of them part
of the same ego of “the monk” Gregorii Rasputin.I had before my spiritual sight, in the total
presence of my Cosmic Being, a bunch of devils, a pluralized “I” within which there was only one
worthy element. I am referring to the Essence.Since I could not find a single responsible
individual, I approached one of those abominable grotesque creatures that passed nearby: “This
is where you ended up, Rasputin. This was the result of your unruly life and your many orgies
and vices.”“You are mistaken, Samael,” answered the monstrous figure, as if to defend or justify
his sensual life. Then he added, “What you are lacking is intuition.”“You cannot deceive me,
Rasputin.” These were my last words. Then I left that sinister place situated in the Limbo of
Orcus of the classics, at the entrance of the submerged mineral kingdom.If Rasputin had not
done so much charitable work in his life, by now he would be undergoing devolution over time
within the submerged worlds, under the Earth’s crust, within the dwelling of Pluto.Many years
have gone by and I keep meditating on the fact that human beings do not yet have an authentic
individuality. The only thing that continues after death is a bunch of devils.What horror! Devil
“I’s”... Each one of our psychological defects is represented by some of those abominable
Dantesque creatures.Chapter 3The Prestidigitator DevilThe existence of an extraordinary plastic
mediator within the intellectual homunculi—mistakenly called a human being—is evident.I want
to refer emphatically to the solar plexus, the emotional center wisely placed by Nature in the
region of the navel.It is unquestionable that this magnificent ascendant of the three-centered or



three-cerebral biped, saturates himself completely with the sexual essence of our creative
organs.We have been told that the “magic eye” of the abdomen is frequently stimulated by
Sexual Hydrogen SI-12, which rises from the sexual organs.It is therefore an unbreakable axiom
of Hermetic philosophy that in the region of the abdomen exists a powerful sexual energetic
battery.Thus, any representation can take shape in the magnetic field of the solar plexus by
means of the sexual agent.The ideo-plastic representation constitutes, in itself, the contents of
the lower abdomen.We are not exaggerating in any way when we emphasize the basic idea that
the “I’s” who later emerge on the scene of existence are formed in the abdomen. Such
psychological ideo-plastic entities can never come into existence without the sexual agent.Each
“I” is therefore a living psychological representation that emerges from the lower abdomen; the
personal ego is a sum of “I’s.”The intellectual animal is in fact a machine controlled by different
“I’s.”Some “I’s” represent anger in all its aspects, others greed, and still others lust, etc.These are
the “Red Devils” mentioned in the ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead.In the name of truth, it is
indispensable to state that the Essence is the only valuable element within us. Unfortunately, the
Essence in itself is dispersed here, there, and everywhere; it is bottled up within each one of our
different “I’s.”“The prestidigitator devil” takes shape in the sexual energy. Some very strong egos
can produce a variety of astonishing physical phenomena.Waldemar tells us of the following
event:“The prestigious trustee of the City of San Miniato al Tedesco, which is situated between
Florence and Pisa, had a fifteen year old daughter whom the demon attacked in such a way that
it caused a sensation throughout the whole country.“Not only was the bed that the girl was in
moving from one side of the room to the other in such a way that one minute she was against
one wall and the next against the other, but the demon also broke a number of knickknacks in
the house, opened doors and drawers, causing such a disturbance that the residents were
trembling with fear the whole night long.“In the presence of her parents, the girl was attacked by
the devil in such an evil way that, despite her begging and imploring, he seized her by the hips
and threw her up in the air.“She called out in vain, ‘Virgin Mary! Help me to save myself!’ This
happened in front of hundreds of people from the city. She was dragged out the window and
undulated there for a few minutes in front of the house and over the market place.“It is not
surprising that virtually the whole city, men and women, astonished by both the unprecedented
event and the cruelty of the devil, ran to the market place praising the girl for her courage.”A
narration from that epoch states:“Everyone was terrified and deeply moved by the appearance
of both the mother and the women of the family, who with their hair down, scratched their cheeks
with their nails and pounded their chests with their fists, filling the air with lamentations and
screams which resounded through the streets.“Above all, the mother shouted first at the
daughter, then at the demon, asking him to cast all the misfortune upon herself. Then she turned
to the people, particularly to the mothers, asking them to kneel down with her and beg God for
help, which they all did immediately.“Oh Holy God! Soon afterwards, the daughter fell on her
mother from the air and comforted the half-dead woman with a happy expression: ‘Stop being
afraid mother dear! Stop crying, for here is your daughter; do not fear the phantom of the devil, I



beg you... do you really believe that I was tortured and humiliated? Instead I am filled with a
delicious and indescribable sweetness... because the protector of all those in distress was by my
side helping me and talking to me in order to give me courage and constancy; in this way, he told
me, you attain heaven.’“These words filled those present with both joy and astonishment, and
they left the market place consoled. But no sooner had the family returned home than the devil
burst in once again and violently threw himself on the girl, he seizing her by the hair, putting out
the lamps and candles, turning over boxes and drawers as well as furniture. When her father
turned the lights on, the daughter threw herself onto the household crucifix and cried out with a
heart-breaking voice: ‘Oh Lord, let the ground swallow me up before abandoning me; I beg of
you earnestly to strengthen and free me.’“And speaking in this way she burst into tears, making
the devil even more furious. First, he wrenched her blouse from her body, then her woolen dress
and finally the silk petticoat that young girls wore customarily at that time. The devil grabbed and
destroyed everything, and when she was almost naked he began to pull her hair.“She shouted:
‘Father bring me a dress, cover my nudity. Holy Virgin help me!’“Finally, after the devil had
subjected her to more terrible cruelties, they managed to free the girl from his power by making a
pilgrimage and by having a priest perform an exorcism upon her.”Enough of this interesting
narration by Waldemar. Clearly, and without a doubt, the sadistic demon that tormented the
wretched girl was the prestidigitator devil, a strong demon “I” of the young girl that took shape in
her sexual energy, that is all. There is often a tremendous number of ideo-plastic sexual
appearances that become manifest especially during the years of puberty. It is then that we
create terrifying “I’s” capable of producing sensational phenomena.The rage of not being able to
love or feeling cheated by someone is undoubtedly a real hell and brings about all those
dreadful emanations of sexual energy, capable of becoming the prestidigitator devil.Chapter
4The Esoteric LanceThe esoteric, Christic lance of the Holy Grail and the pagan Lance of Pacts
displayed by Wotan are the same Holy Pike kept as sacred in all populaces from the most
remote antiquity.Whether in fact it is because of its phallic character symbolic of virile sexual
power, or whether it is because it is the archaic weapon of combat which man was able to
imagine at the beginning of life, it is true that the Roman spear, Kyrie, was somewhat similar to
the Scales of Justice which presided over all legal transactions of primitive quiritary law,
especially over weddings among those who held Roman citizenship, which was, incidentally,
very highly valued.Roman matrons, who were under the protection of the blessed Goddess
Juno, were wisely called Curias (Cauretes or Kyrias from which comes Valkyries), because of
Cures or Tower, City of the Sabines, which was founded by Medio, Fidio, and Himella, its
ineffable Gods. And it is for this reason that the leaders and other men of the Roman Curias,
distinguished as heroes during war, were awarded a small iron spear called Hastapura (pure
spear); the name that reminds us, of course, of the City of Hastinapura, divine symbol of the
Heavenly Jerusalem.“Matronae in tutela Junonis Curetis essent, quae ita vocabatur ab hasta
ferenda quae sabinorum lingua curis dicebatur... Nee tibi, quae cupidae natura videbere matri,
comat virgineas hasta recurba comas.” - Ovid, Fasti 2“Hasta pura dicitur, quae fine ferro est, et



signum est pacis. Hae donabantur militis, qui in bello fortiter fecissent.” - Claudius
Suetonius“Translate hastae dicuntur arguments oratoria.” - Cicero, Orator I.i. c. 57“Deos in
hastario vectigales habetis.” - Tertullian, Apologetica c. 13“Tonitiur etiam pro auctione ineunto,
quia autio cum effet hasta erigebatur.” - Calepinus HastaIt is clear and evident that the trunks of
the tablets of the Law, upon which the prophet Moses wisely wrote, by command of Jehovah,
the Ten Commandments, are nothing else than a double Runic Lance, whose phallic
significance has been widely documented.It is not irrelevant to emphasize the transcendental
idea that two more commandments exist in the esotericism of Moses. I am referring to the
eleventh and twelfth commandments, which are intimately related with the Arcana 11 and 12 of
the Kabbalah.The first of these, that is to say the eleventh, has its classical expression in the
Sanskrit Dharman Chara: “Thou shalt perform thy duty.”Remember, beloved reader, that it is your
duty to quest for the straight, narrow, and difficult path, which leads unto light.So, the Arcanum
11 of the Tarot reveals this duty: the marvelous strength that can dominate and hold back lions of
adversity is essentially spiritual. For this reason, this Arcanum is represented by a beautiful
woman who, without any visible effort, opens the terrible gullet of Leo, the terrifying puma, the
furious lion, with her lovely hands.The eleventh is related and interlaced with the twelfth
commandment of the Law of God illustrated by the Arcanum 12: “Thou shalt make thy light
shine.”In order for the light that constitutes the Essence, which is bottled up within the “I,” to really
sparkle and shine, it must be liberated. This is only possible through the Buddhist Annihilation,
by dissolving the ego.We need to die from instant to instant, from moment to moment. What is
new only comes with the death of the ego.Just as life represents a gradual and always more
complete process of externalization, or extroversion, the death of the ego is a gradual process of
internalization in which the individual consciousness, the Essence, slowly strips off its useless
vestments, similar to Ishtar in her symbolic descent, until it remains completely naked in itself
faced with the Great Reality of life free in its movement.The lance, sex, the phallus, plays also an
important role in numerous eastern legends as the marvelous instrument of salvation and
liberation when wisely brandished by the yearning soul, can reduce to cosmic dust all those
cavernous entities that as a sinful whole constitute the “the myself.”In the sacred land of the
Vedas, Shiva the Third Logos (sexual energy) has been profoundly analyzed in its creative and
destructive aspects...It is obvious, clear and visible that the sexual subjective aspects are fatally
crystallized into those multiple entities which as a whole constitute that which is called Seth (the
ego) by the Egyptians.The normal generative power of our sexual endocrine glands is
obvious.The objective creative power of Lord Shiva is transcendental when he works on the
creation of the Wedding Garment of the Soul, To Soma Heliakon: the Golden Body of the Solar
Human Being.Sexual energy is highly explosive and marvelous. Truly, I tell you that the one who
knows how to use the weapon of Eros (the lance, sex) can reduce the pluralized “I” to cosmic
dust.To pray is to talk with God and one must learn how to pray during the coitus. At those
moments of supreme bliss, ask and it shall be given unto you, knock and it shall be opened unto
you...Whosoever wholeheartedly implores and begs their Divine Mother Kundalini to take up the



weapon of Eros will obtain the best results because she will then help to destroy the
ego.However, I tell you that it is a long, patient and very delicate process.The Divine Mother as
symbolized in Hinduism, as Durga slaying the demon ego with her spearThere is no doubt that
the hunter who wants to chase ten hares at the same time, catches nothing. So, whosoever
wants to eliminate all psychological defects at the same time, eliminates none.There are
thousands of defects within each of us, and all of them have many roots and aspects which are
hidden amongst the many different subconscious folds of the mind.Each one of those
psychological defects has an animal shape. Within such submerged creatures the Essence, the
consciousness, is imprisoned.A prior condition to all elimination is the full understanding of the
defect which we want to eliminate.Implore if you are sure you have understood and withdraw
from the coitus without spilling the semen [Editor’s Note: In Gnosticism, semen refers to the
sexual forces of both males and females].Having made a transcendental synthesis of much long
and hard work, we would say: first, the Essence has to be liberated so that the light may shine
inside us. Then, the Essence has to be fused with Atman (the Being), in order to liberate
ourselves from the mind. Afterwards, the Essence has to be given to the Ancient of Days (the
Father who is in secret, the Monad), in order to become perfect and resurrected Masters. Finally,
the Essence has to be absorbed definitively in Ishvara, the Logos, first emanation of the
supreme Parabrahman (the great Ocean of the Universal Spirit of Life).We conclude this chapter
with the following account: A long time ago, before I had reduced the ego to cosmic dust, I made
a formidable magic invocation. I called a certain great Master saying: “Come! Come! Come!
Prophet of Ra-Hor-Ku, come to me! Let it be fulfilled! Let it be fulfilled! Aum... Aum... Aum...
(vocalizing this last word as follows: opening the mouth with the A, rounding the U and closing it
with the M.)It is not irrelevant to say that the environment was saturated with infinite harmony,
charged with “Od”...The result of the invocation was immediate and the great Prophet came
towards me.The Kabir adopted a formidable symbolic figure that I could see, hear, touch and
feel, throughout my entire Cosmic Being.The Venerable Master seemed divided in two halves,
from the waist upward he shone gloriously. His forehead was as high as the unconquered walls
of the Heavenly Jerusalem; his hair was like white wool falling down to his immaculate
shoulders; his nose was as straight as that of a God, his eyes deep and penetrating, his beard
as beautiful as the Ancient of Days, his hands like golden rings mounted with hyacinths, his lips
like lilies exuded fragrant myrrh...However, when I looked at the lower part of his body, from the
waist downward, I saw something unusual; horrifying bestial shapes, personifying defects, red
demons, devil-egos within which the consciousness is bottled up.“I have called you to ask for
illumination.” That was my supplication! It is obvious that the way he appeared was the
answer.The Old Man put his right hand on my head and said to me: “Call me every time you
need me and I will give you illumination...” Then he blessed me and left.I understood everything
with infinite happiness. Illumination comes to us only by eliminating, with the lance, the animal-
like creatures that we all have inside, within which the consciousness is asleep.Chapter 5The
Lascivious EgoBrognoli explains in a very instructive way the extremes to which the force of the



formation of devil-egos can go. We could even go so far as to call it ideo-plastic, in other words,
sexual representation excited by the sexual organ.“Having stayed in Venice in 1664, a Vicar-
General of a Bishopric from the continent came to ask me for advice about the following
matter:“In a convent, there was a nun who was very given to voluntary fasting and abstinence.
Apart from that, she enjoyed reading profane books about transformations like the ones
performed by Circe and other enchantresses, as well as by ancient Divinities who transformed
human beings into animals, birds, serpents and spirits.“One night, the image of an
extraordinarily beautiful young man appeared to her and while she contemplated him in
astonishment, he said: ‘Do not be afraid, my dear sister!“‘Are you not the nun who loves fasting
above all? Have you not given yourself over wholeheartedly to it?“‘Well, you must know that I am
the Angel called Fasting and I come to you to thank you and repay you with a love equal to
yours.“‘Once, I was the son of a king. During the years of my youth, at the age you are now, I
loved fasting and gave myself over entirely to it though my father became very upset and
scolded me.“‘But, paying no attention to any of his warnings, I kept doing things at will, until one
day in anger he expelled me from the palace. But the Gods that I venerated condemned such
repudiation, took me and transformed me into an Angel, giving me the name of Fasting. I was
also given the faculty of adopting the form of a young man, as you see me now, and the gift of
never growing old.“‘I am also gifted with such mobility that in no time at all I can transfer myself
invisibly from one part of the world to another, only revealing myself to those who love me.“‘Thus,
having been told by the Gods that you have given me all your love, I came to you to express my
gratitude and to remain with you and serve you in any way you please.“‘For this reason I have
travelled all this way, let me then, sleep in your bed tonight, if you please. Do not be afraid of my
company since I am a friend of chastity and modesty.’“The nun, greatly pleased and seduced by
this speech, accepted the Angel into her bed. The first night everything was fine, he did not
move. However the second night, he began to hug and kiss her as a sign of gratitude and love.
Never leaving her day or night, he admonished her never to tell her secret to her confessor or
anyone else.“He served her with great fervor and diligence and followed her everywhere. Finally,
in the year 1664, approaching Jubilee Day, the nun suddenly felt very guilty and told everything
to her confessor who advised her to present the matter in confession to the Vicar-General of the
Bishopric, so that he could do whatever was necessary in order to liberate her from the devil.
Thus, he came to me seeking advice.”It is clear that the lascivious spirit, Fasting, was an ego so
vividly projected by the nun that it seemed a different person altogether.Such an ego had in fact
been formed in her lower abdomen before the unusual projection.“The Magic Eye of the
abdomen,” charged with sexual substance, is a formidable plastic intermediator.It is there that all
repressed sexual desires (all unsatisfied desires) take shape.Chapter 6ErosDr. Rouband states
the following:“As soon as a virile member penetrates the vestibule, the glans penis first rubs
against the clitoris which is found at the entrance of the sexual canal and which, by means of its
position and angle, can yield and flex.“After the initial stimulation of both sensitive centers, the
glans penis glides over both lips of the vulva; the collum and corpus of the penis will be



enveloped by the protuberant parts of the vulva. Once inside, the glans penis advances further
and comes into contact with the fine and delicate surface of the vaginal mucous membrane,
which is elastic in response to the erected tissue between the individual membranes.“This
elasticity, which allows the vagina to adapt to the volume of the penis, increases the swelling still
more and therefore the sensitivity of the clitoris; meanwhile, the blood which is expelled from
blood vessels in the vaginal walls is conveyed to the clitoris and vulva.“At the same time the
swelling and sensitivity of the glans penis are increased by the compressive action of the vaginal
tissue, which continues to swell, and by that of both vulvas of the vestibule.“Moreover, the clitoris
is pressed downwards by the anterior part of the compressor muscle and encounters the dorsal
surface of the glans and of the erectile tissue of the penis, against which they rub in such a way
that every movement affects the copulation of both sexes. Finally, the voluptuous sensations (of
the God Eros) are added leading to that elevated orgasmic stage which provokes ejaculation
and places the seminal fluid in the cleaved opening of the cervix.“When one thinks of the
influence that temperament, constitution or other circumstances, whether they be special or
ordinary, have on sexual faculty, one is convinced that so far the question of the difference in
sensations of pleasure between both sexes hasn’t been determined. One is even convinced that
such a question, involving such diverse conditions, is unsolvable. This is so true that it even
presents difficulties in trying to trace a complete picture of general manifestations in coitus
where in one person the sensation of pleasure felt is a barely perceivable vibration and in
another it reaches the highest point of both moral and physical exaltation.“Between the two
extremes there are countless transitions: accelerated blood circulation, vivid arterial palpitations,
and increased body temperature due to blood being retained in the veins by muscular
contraction. This blockage of venal blood is still more pronounced in the brain due to the
contraction of the neck muscles and the backward inclination of the head causing momentary
cerebral congestion during which some people lose their sense of reason and all intellectual
faculties.
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Dema, “Good Introduction to Ideas Surrounding Sexual Transmutation. This is a rare and
extremely illuminating peek into the world of sexual transmutation. The only issue is the
excessive amount of complex jargon utilized to explain concepts that could be broken down
much more simply. However, this hardly detracts from the sheer value of the knowledge
presented here. Before even finishing the book, I had already been able to utilize the concepts
outlined to successfully eliminate one of my pluralized egos that had been bothering me for
years. Thank you, Divine Mother! She truly wields her lance with a ferocity unparalleled.”

ShivaLyle, “Great book on sacred sexuality among other things. This book offers a thorough
explanation of sacred sexuality, and how important it is on the path to self-realization. It is a must
for any serious spiritual aspirant.”

Spiritual Student, “Divine Love: Sexuality and the Magic of the Soul. Alongside “The Perfect
Matrimony,” this book details the path of tantrism practiced in the mystical schools of Hinduism,
Buddhism, and Gnosticism. Samael Aun Weor provides scriptural and personal anecdotes for
how to work in tantra, a perfect matrimony, for the development of one’s psychological and
spiritual potential. Dispersed within this text are commentaries of scriptural writings to help
prepare students for conserving and sublimating creative energy for the awakening and
perfection of one’s consciousness. As the author demonstrates, love is the highest yoga or
religion (terms that both signify reunification with divinity) for by transforming the sexual act,
affection, tenderness, and the love of the spirit can blossom within the couple. A great
companion to “The Perfect Matrimony,” this work compliments the former text by offering ample
instruction on the nature of psychology and sexuality to prepare students for entering into tantra:
the sexual path of divine love.”

Forester Walker, “A Must Have for Aspiring Souls. The Mystery of the Golden Blossom is one of
Samael Aun Weor's deepest works. It is one I have found myself turning back to time and time
again to feed spiritual inspiration. One of the very, very few books available that actually teaches
pure and legitimate White Tantra, this is a must have for those seeking authentic divine
wisdom.Included throughout the work are descriptions and practices for White Tantra (Sexual
Magic), meditation, yoga, exercises to awaken chakras, Astral Projection, and recollections from
the direct experiences of the author.I strongly recommend this work for persons yearning to
know the tools for acquiring their own direct experience of the Divine.”

henrysgl, “The Mystery of the Golden Blossom - review:. "The physical union of a man and a
woman, in essence, is a supernatural act, a reminiscence of paradise, the most beautiful of all
the hymns of praise dedicated to the Creator by the creature; it is the alpha and the omega of all
creation." - Samael Aun WeorBeautiful book with a lot of information about sexual energy,



mysteries of sexual magic, the true authentic white tantrism. Full of stories as well as personal
experiences, techniques to reach the true liberation, clarification of subjects like reincarnation
and much more.Chapters include; Sexual Magic, Rasputin, The Prestidigitator Devil, The
Esoteric Lance, The Lascivious, Ego, Eros, Lustful Egos, The Ego of Sorcery, The Sexual
Paroxysm, Sinister Visitors, The Head of John, The End of a Fatal Triangle, The Pancatattva
Ritual, Tattvic Powers, The Abominable Vice of Alcohol, The Creative Magnetic Pause, Astral
Projection, Magnetic Exchange, The Demon Algol, Treason, Comprehension, Elimination, The
Sacred Fire, The Seminal Pearl, The Golden Embryo, The Vajrayana School, Zen Buddhism,
The Two Schools, Awakened Men, Goethe, Reincarnation, Return, Fertilization, Beauty,
Intelligence, The Law of Karma, The Law of Recurrence, The Transmigration of Souls, Arcanum
Ten”

John, “One of the most profoundly spiritual books I have ever read. There is honestly not much I
can say about this, it is such a deeply extreme book, Samael Aun Weor reveals much about his
life and his ultimate revelation. The grand Gnostic teaching of Kundalini and the spiritual element
of sex. Not for the squemish or weak minded, this holds no bars, and tries its utmost best, to
awaken you to an enlightened perspective.”

pinkcat, “Five Stars. This is a great product, that really helps to keep the blues away.”

Nicole Wiker, “Beautiful and Enlightening. I read this after Samael's book perfect matrimony, the
yellow book, and a few others. It furthered my understanding and gives even more tools and
techniques for practice. Each of his books truly expands further you gain in depth knowledge.
This is a true fantastic book on kundalini, the divine mother within each of us and how to
properly use our sexual energies so we grow to become a true human being and not that of an
animal in human flothing. I also recommend going to gnosticteachings. org in order to learn
more, as well as they offer in depth courses for free to read as well as to listen to. There are so
many things from runes, tarot, Christianity of the Egyptians, Buddhism, and many others!”

Steve, “through which we can experience true happiness and liberation. This book is essential,
absolutely not to be missed, for knowledge in sacred sexuality. It explains not only the methods
of tantra, but the path surrounding it, through Vajrayana and Zen buddhism, astral projection,
pitfalls the author has witnessed throughout his life, sacred rituals that can be performed by
anyone, and the knowledge of destroying the ego, through which we can experience true
happiness and liberation. This book is truly essential for mankind!”

The book by Samael Aun Weor has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 28 people have provided feedback.
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